Abrrrocr-We exalnine s class of norliinesr compwlnenlal sysluns and ~b o n tlrat the iotrDdurtion of arbitrary li~m, dclny$ including nonmmtunl o s a , in U r aclion of one compans,enl on uinutihcr, doa: no1 affect synlenl propcairn ouch ar stability, b u n d e d n r q and positivity. The rcsulfs arise from a combinariao of techniques introducnl :eparately for the studies or linear linz-delay syslcne and nonlinear syslcns nitlhoul delay and are direaiy tatable. Sojunle cxsrrtpiej and c r t i m t a lor the degree of stabilily are given. N ONLINEAR compartmental systems are widely used as matliematical models of dynatnical behavior found in chemical reactions, ecology, and human interactions (see [I]-[>]). It is well known that linear time-invariant systems whose interaction marrices have negative diagonal elements, positive off-diagot~al elements and are (uon strictly) column dominant, d o not have any osciilatory solutions, that is, solutions are either unbounded or tend asymptotically to the equilibrium set 141; further, nonnegative initial conditions ant! nonnegative inputs generate nonnegative solutions. These properties are carried over to the class of nonlinear systems, linearizations of which have the above struclure: moreover, useful conditions guaranteeing the boundedness of nonnegative solutions are known 151, [15].
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ONLINEAR compartmental systems are widely used as matliematical models of dynatnical behavior found in chemical reactions, ecology, and human interactions (see [I] -[>]). It is well known that linear time-invariant systems whose interaction marrices have negative diagonal elements, positive off-diagot~al elements and are (uon strictly) column dominant, d o not have any osciilatory solutions, that is, solutions are either unbounded or tend asymptotically to the equilibrium set 141; further, nonnegative initial conditions ant! nonnegative inputs generate nonnegative solutions. These properties are carried over to the class of nonlinear systems, linearizations of which have the above struclure: moreover, useful conditions guaranteeing the boundedness of nonnegative solutions are known 151, [15] .
Comprehensive as these results may secm, they may well be of little practical usc if the real system undcr consideration has a structure not well modeled by ordinary differential equations. An often obscrvcd feature in Lhe real world is the exis~cnce of lime delays in the interactions between compartmenu, d u e to linite processing times or geogr;tphical separation [6] and we therefore introduce these into the compartmenrnl model. The analysis of the linear homogeneous (zero-input) case is carried out in 17) where it is shown that the stability properly of column dominated systems persists under the introduction of arbitrary constant time delays in thc ofl-diagonal terms. The significance of this for the niodeler is that determining the stability of a real system depends only upon accurate identification of interaction coefficients Time Delays BRIAN D. 0. ANDERSON, I:ELLOW, IEEE and is completely irisensitivc 10 crrors in the cstimation of t i n~e delays. whcn thrsc arc constant. In fact, certain nonconstant delays can be toicr;ltcd 171, 1161. In this paper wc show that thesc insensitivity results extend to the tionlinci~r conip:?rtmenlal systems discussed above. The material prcsenied breaks down ;IS follows. In Section II w e give the system description and discuss positivily of and order rclalions anlong its tri?jectories. Section 111 givcs a detailed ;Iccount of stability for the linear, liomugencous, constant-delay case, being a slight extension o i the resulis in 171. In tlic subsequent sections these results are applicil to nonlincnr inhomogeneous systems. For the strictly c o l u~n n dominant case with a consiant input the iollorving chain of properties is established; a) all bounded trajectories converge exponentially to an equilibrium point: b) [he existence of an equilibrium point implies that all trajectories are bounded; and c) lor each constant inpur thcre exisls n unique eqitilibrium point. This establishes the insensitivity or such systems to the introduction of lime delays (the equilibri~~rn points are delay independent).
When the inputs are tinie varying but bounded wc use h) and c) above and the order relations among trajectories to obtain: a)' any two trajeclories corresponding to different initial conditions (with the same input of course) converge exponentially lo one another, i.e., initial conditions are forgotten. Naturally, the limiting trajectories d o depend upon the values of the time delays.
Non strictly column domin;?lcd systerns have similar, weaker properties. I-lere we extcnd the results of [5] to the time-delay case. In particular, we note that equilibrium points need not exist nor necd they he unique if they d o exisl.
The basic systcrn structurc introduced in Section I1 is quite simple anti throughout thc papcr, scclion by scclion, we point out gener;i!iza~ions in structure which d o not alfect thc results. I'crhaps the riiost important of these, the time-varying delay case, is dealt with separately in Appendix Ill. As a result o i this section by section treatment, we end with a very brief suniniarv.
The stabilitv of interconnected functional svsiems has a Manuscript received January 10, 1979; revisca July 5. 1979 . The work large I i~e~a t~r e (see (81) but little is devoted to insensitivity of R. M. Lewis . LI,,(I)~ are called the instantaneous system state and input, respectively (the complete system state lies in a n infinite dimensional space and is given by x, = {x(s): i -T i s S r ) , 7' as belou,). T h e scn1:trs T, > 0 are referred to as the time delays. We define 7'= max,,Tjj
The solution of (2.1) depends upon the specification of an initial condition .x(s)=g (.r) , s E [ -7',0]. I-iere we shall assume that the given n vector function g ( -) is continuous, even though it need only be measurable for (2.1) to be well defined. Note that for simplicity of statement, we lake each component x, (.) to be specified on the same (maximal) initial interval, though this too is not necessary.
bounded on bounded intervals.
For our discussion to have meaning, we must assume the following: the functions l;,,Xj are such that corresponding to any initial condition and input there is a unique solution of (2.1) on [O,m) . In this resard we shall assume throughout that these functions are locally Lipshitz continuous in R. The solutions of ( 2.1) (iii) Theorem 2 will silhsequently be used to demonstrate the boundedness o l certain trajectories (Section V). Note that Theorem 2 does not depend upon the individual trajectories, etc., being nonnegative.
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Preparatory to deriving results for the nonlinear case, we consider a linear homogeneous version of (2.1) i = 1,. . . n, with initial condition + specified as before.
Solutions to (3.1) exist on (0, m) under mild assumptions on the coefficients a,(.),a,. (.) .
It is necessary for the development in the following section that we admit timevarying coefficients, though the homogeneous nonlinear system obtained from (2.1) by putting u(.)=O is autonomous.
Let us assume that the coefficients a, (.) are all nonnegative; then it can be shown that the solution of (3.1) corresponding to $I is dominated by that of
Qr) [7, lemma 21 . In studying stability we can, therefore, restrict attention to the nonnegative trajectories of systems (3.1) with nonnegative coefficients. The approach adopted here is a modification of that in [7] and is different from the usual Lyapunov method [S] .
T o demonstrate that solutions x(r) of (3.1) tend asymptotically to zero, it is sufficient to prove that a(r)x(r) is bounded for some scalar function a([) such that lim,,,a(r)=m.
If a ( . ) is differentiable and positive then y(!)= a(l)x(l) is positive and
Each term in (3.2) is nonnegative, hence V(r) > 0 for all I. 
Since g(O)>O and g is conlinuous, there exists a positive k satisfying (3.6) and we conclude that the system (3.1) is exponentially stable, lIx(!)ll < m exp(-kl) for some constant m. A method for estimating k is given in Appendix 1.
Remarkr: This case includes all constant coefficient systems and all the results on (3.1) in [7] .
Unbounded Coefficienrs
As no general statement appears to cover this class, we indicate the nature of obtainable results by means of examples.
Example I:
Equation (3.5) holds true and (3.4) 1s
This is not satisfied by a(t)=exp(kl) for any k>O since r.exp(k) > r + 1 -k for large I. However a(!)= r + k yields which is nonnegative provided k > I. The system trajectories, therefore, go asymptotically to zero at least as fast as (r+ k)-'. Also, it can be shown that they definitely are not exponentially stable (see Appendix 2). This corresponds to the accepted idea that the introduction of time delays reduces the degree of stability in a system. Example 2:
Again (3.5) is true. Suppose we look for a monotone increasing function a(.) satisfying (3.4) then
For integer r = n we obtain by iteration
As the right-hand side converges, a(.) is bounded a n d we d o not have a positive test for stability. This illustrates a limitation in our approach since constructing a suitable nor1 monolone a is clearly very difficult. Remarks: (i) Though the trajectories of this system are bounded, we are not aware of any method for establishing whether thcy are stable or not.
(ii) T h e same applies to any system for which converges as f n + w for at least one i , I < i 6,:.
Example 3: Let a,,(r) be an arbitrary increasing unbounded function and a,(t) <ro,,(r) for some O < r < I, i,j=1,2, i # j . Then if O < k < ( I / T ) ( -l o g < ) , n(r)=ek' satisfies (3.4) for large /. It has been shown that for a wide class of linear time-delay systems (3.1), including all those with bounded coefficients, the column dominance condition (3.9, nondelayed system of the form (3.1) is stable if and only if 11 is quasl-column dominant [I?,] .
(rii) The time delays need not be introduced exactly as in (3.1). The most general form for d~screte delays is (3.7) for which dominance is cxprcssed as
In particular, delayed versions of xi({) can appear in the right-hand side of (3.7).
(iv) Distributed delays are dealt with in [7] and time varying delays are covered in Appendix 3.
Recall that the system of intcrest is Throug.hou1 this section the functions J0 (.) , J;,(.) will be continuously differentiable, hence, locally Lipshitz on the real line, and one of the following dominance conditions will hold, (note: (M) is not enforced here) where it is shown that a linear sysrern which is stable for all off-diagonal delays, independently of small system parameter perturbations, is quasi-column dominant (see note (ii) below).
Nores: (i) The above results hold for systems with positive coefficients. For systems (3.1) with a#,(.) nonnegative but a,(.) of arbitrary sign, for i # j , the column dominance condition sufficient for their validity is ajo(/)-Ej+i/ajj(r)[ > < > a , for all I, i = I ; . . n .
(ii) If for any system (3.1) there exists a positive vector 
i ( r ) goes to zero exponentially and the l~n~i t lim .Y(I) = lim [x(O)+ i ' i ( s ) d s ]
1-00 1-cc exists and is finite. It is clear that this limit, 7 say, must belong to the equilibriun~ set ( x : I;(x)+u=O), F(x) being the n vector with ith entry
The next theorem concerns bounded trajectories from different initial functions + ' and + 2 but with the same time varying input r r ( . ) .
Tl~eorem 4: Subject to (D), the difference between any two bounded trajectories of (2.1) corresponding to the same time varying input rr(.) converges exponentially to zero. frooj. Let the two trajectorics concerned be x(r) and y(r) and set z(r)= x(r)-y(r), so that 
=J,(x,(I -T,) -J,(Y,(I -T,)).
The difference r(r), therefore, satisfies the linear equation As the trajectories are bounded, s'o are the above coefficients and we conclude from the results of Section 111 that z(r) goes exponentially to zero.
Nore: Theorem 4 strengthens Theorem 3 in that it shows the equilibrium point of the latter to be unique, i.e., independent of initial conditions.
These We omit the details as the procedure is quite lengthy. The proof is completed along the lines given in 1201. Nares: (i) In [S] attention is restricted to nonnegative trajectories of systems for which the functions L, are monotone increasing, hence all a, are nonnegative.
(ii) (D,) implies that a,(o) > 0, for all i = I; . . n.
The methods applied in the above theorems can be used on a wider variety of systems than those specified by (2.1). A more general form for the right-hand side of (2.1) is -" ( x ( ) ) + ( x ) ;=I;.
. 1 1 (4.3) where G,(x,) is a nonlinear functional on x,= (x(s), I -T 4 s < 1 ) . We consider the applicability of our methods to
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various forms of Gj. Define " ,,,
Here the linear system for o(i) = .? (I) 
, E I,
where each g, is a continuously differentiable mapping of 08" into W. he linear system for i ( r ) again has the form + 2 {J,, (,y,(,) ; .~, x , ;~~x , ] 
I
The same is true when iE K, (the integrations go from
, t i xj(r) to x , ' in this case). Hence V(1) 6 0, and V ( t ) , z(r), a n d x(r) are bounded.
0
by F ( x ) ; then for a constant input u, the equilibrium set Notes: (i) This is more than just a time-delay version of of ( 2.1) 
is ( x : F(x)+ u = O ) .
[j, th. 31 since there is only nonnegative trajectories correTl1eoretn 6: Subject to (D,) , if for a fixed input u (2.1f sponding to nonnegative inputs to nonnegative systems has an equilibrium point x* then all its trajectories corre- (l,(,) > 0, for > 0) are sponding to u are bounded.
(ii) Theorems 3 a n d 6 together show the equivalence of Proaj: Let x(1) be any trajectory of (2.1) correspond-asymptotic stability and equilibrium point existence for ing to u and set z(r)= x ( t ) -x * , then for i = 1;. . possible; either we attempt to generalize the method used above or we use the trajectory ordering properties given in Section 11. The first yields Theorem 7: Let u(r) be an input such that there exists an absolutely continuous bounded function ~' ( 1 ) satisfying F(x*(r))+ u(r)=O for almost all I and j,"lif(r)ldr < co. Then subject to (D,) any trajectory of (2.1) corresponding to u(r) is bounded.
Prooj, Using x*(r) in place of x* in r(r) and V ( 0 , follow the proof of Theorem 6. In the expression for ~( l ) , in addition to the negative terms, there is l.e., " ~( r ) < 2 ~, e ; ( r )~=~i * ( r ) l .
;= 1
The result follows directly from our hypothesis.
The restrictions imposed on the inputs in Theorem 7 can be severe. For a linear system u(r)= -Ax*(() everywhere implies that u(.) is absolutely continuous and of bounded variation on [O, m), i.e., it converges to a limit as r-tm. A more satisfactory result obtains if we look at systems with monotone increasing rate funcrionsij.
Theorem 8: Suppose the system (2.1) satisfies (M) and (D,) and that u(i) is bounded a n d measurable, with upper and lower bounds o and w such that ( x : F x + w=O) and ( x : F x + o = O ) are both nonempty. Then all trajectories corresponding to u(c) are bounded.
Proof: Let $ be any initial condition for (2.1) and denole the trajectories corresponding to @ and inputs u, u(r), and w by xu([), x(f), a n d x,(r), respectively. By Theorem 2, since the rate functions are monotone increasing, xu(,) >x(r)>x,(r), while by Theorem 6, x,(r) and x,(r) are bounded. The above results can be extended to the variations of (2.1) discussed in Section IV.
VI. THE EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIUM POINTS
T o complere our study of asymptotic properties it is evident from Theorems 6, 7, and 8 that we should give directly testable conditions for the existence of equilibrium points.
Theorem 9: If (D) holds then for every u E R" there is a unique solution x to F(x) + u = 0.
Proof: As a consequence of (D), the matrix F,(x) is diagonally dominant and has a n inverse FC1(x) for all x E R n , i.e., F is a local C ' diffeomorphism.
Further, for any x , llF(~)lIl If x, > 0 , the positivity of dh,/do (from (D)) implies that the ith term is larger than or equal to 1 (C a s in (D)) Similarly if xi <0, the ith term is larger than or equal to Hence j/F(x)ll, >cj/xI/, which implies that IIF(x)ll,-co as /Ixl/,+m ( F is a proper map, [14] ). It follows that F is C ' diffeomorphism onto R", [14, corollary] .
This result is an application of Palais global inverse theorem [I41 widely used in nonlinear network theory. If instead of (D), the weaker condition (D,) holds existence can still be demonstrated subject to F being a proper map, llF(x)ll,+m as l l x l l , -t~ (see [51).
VII. SUMMARY
For completeness let us restate what has been proved. For constant inputs, all the trajectories of a nonlinear time-delay system (2.1) for which (D) holds converge exponentially to a fixed point. unique for each input. For the same system, provided the rate functions are monotone increasing, all the trajectories corresponding to a bounded measurable input are bounded and converge exponentially on one another. Weaker results hold when (D) is replaced by (D,).
These developments have been given for autonomous systems (J.,,/, time-invariant) and constant but arbitrary time delays (for variable time delays see Appendix 3). The nonautonomous case presents the major remaining task.
Linear systems with bounded coeffic~ents are at least exponentially stable, with degree k given by ihe solution of
where g (.) is continuous and monotone decreasing. Now g(O)= c,>O and g(c,)<O so the solul~on to (A.1) lies in (O,c,) . On this Interval we have
then the solution to (A.l) is greater than or equal to k;
which therefore provides a first estimate for the degree of , .
stability. Improved estimates can be obtained by repeating the above linear approximation on (Kc,) and so on. When no delays are present the solution to (A.1) is given by k=c,, which for certain systems is the best possible estimate of exponential stability, i.e., it is the real part of a n eigenvalue of the system. As a function of the Recall that solutions of (AS) are dominated by nonnegative solutions of (A.5) with nonnegative coefficients; if <, (I) and ail the functions a,, (.) , a, (.) , and Tv (.) are bounded, there is a k>O such that (A.6) holds with a(r)=exp(kr) and (A.4) is exponentially stable. Hence, directly: Conditions under which the other theorems cany over to the time-varying delay case are more restrictive: for example, to obtain Theorem 5 we appear to need q7 6 0, for all i j . We shall not pursue this matter in the present paper, hut refer to [16] .
For many real systems the time delays T, will not be
